Abstract. Let 7 be a smooth Jordan curve in the extended complex plane passing trough the point at infinity. In the paper are given sufficiently conditions under which a complex function defined on 7 admits a holomorphic extensions into a region complementary to 7.
Introduction

A complex function /, defined on a (nonempty) set E C C, is called locally Holder function (LH-function)
on E if for each ( € E there exist a (circular) neighbourhood U of a positive constant K and a positive number \i (usually supposed to be not greater than one) such that whatever the points Q e E(~)U,j = 1,2 are, the inequality |/(Ci) -/(C2) i < K|Cx-C2 | M holds.
REMARKS.
(1) U, K and /x may depend on the point £ G E.
(2) A LH-function does not need, in general, to be a Holder function.
Let 7 C C be a Jordan curve and let / be a continuous function defined on 7. We say that / admits a holomorphic extension into the interior G{7) of 7 if there exists a complex function F € C(G(7)) fl 7i(G(j)) (i.e. F is continuous on the closure of the region G{7) and holomorphic in G(7)) such that F(C) = /(C) for each <67. Let 7 C C be a smooth Jordan curve and let f be a LH-function on it. Then the following propositions are equivalent:
where 7(^5 S) := {w 6 7 : \w -< 5}, and its existence is a corollary of the assumption that / is a LH-function on 7.
1.3. If 7 is a smooth Jordan curve in the extended complex plane C = C U {00} passing trough the point at ifinity, then the above propositions are not equivalent in general. Here are two exmples which affirm this.
(I) The function f(x) = exp(-x 2 ),x € R has a holomorphic extension into the upper as well as into the lower half-plane, but 00
Moreover, since the function x A Jordan curve 7 C C, passing trough the point at infinity, is called A -admissible, if 0 < A := sup^e 7 9?(-C) 1^2 < 00.
REMARK. It is clear that if 7 is A-admissible, then A(A) is the smallest closed domain containing 7 provided that the closure of A(A) is formed with respect to the extended complex plane.
Further, denote by G(7) that component of C\7 which lies in A(A) and call it interior of 7. We assume 7 to be positively oriented with respect to G( 7).
P. Rusev
LEMMA 1. Let aei\Z" and let f be a complex function which is locally L-integrable on the locally rectifiable X-admissible Jordan curve 7 C <C.
Suppose that |/(u>)| = \f(u + iv)\ = 0{|u;|^exp(-u)}, for some ( 
Ay(z) = '£anM^(z), z € A*(A). n=0
Moreover, the integral representations
dC, n = 0,1,2,...,
¿Kiln 1 hold for the coefficients, where In
The proof is analogous to that of [4, Theorem 9.3] . More precissely, it is based on the Christoffel-Darboux type formula [4, (2.20) ] for the systems of Laguerre's polynomials and associated functions as well as on their asymptotic properties.
The system of Hermite's polynomials {Hn(z)}^L0
is a solution of the linear second order recurrence equation [5, (5.5.8 
)] (2.3)
yn+1 -2zyn + 2nyn_1 =0, n 6 N + .
Every of the systems of functions
<£(*) = -I eXP( "!^n (t) dt, zeH+(H~),
where H + (H~) is the upper (lower) half-plane, is a "second" solution of the equation (2.3). We call these systems Hermite's associated functions.
Let r > 0 be arbitrary. A smooth Jordan curve 7 C C, passing trough the point at infinity, is called r + (r -)-admissible Jordan curve if -00 < inf^e7 < supie7 < -r(r < inf^67 < supie7 < 00). Denote by H + ('y)(H~ (•y)) that component of C \ 7 which contains the real axis. Define H+(7) = C \ H+(7) and #"(7) = C \ #-(7). We suppose that 7 is positively oriented with respect to #+(7) (if -(7)). The proof is analogous to that of [4, Theorem 9 .6] and is based on the Christoffel-Darboux formula [4, (2.22) ] for the systems of Hermite's polynomials and associated functions. 
then f admits a holomorphic extension into the region G(7).
Proof. Define Since $*(/;*) + **(/;*) = F7(z) when 2 € G(7) and $*(/;«) + **(/;«) = F*(z) when z G G*(7), the equalities (3.2) and (3.3) are corollaries of (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) .
Choose a 6 R\ Z" to be greater than 2/3 -1/2, i.e. /? < a/2 +1/4. Then by Lemma 1, 00 F7*(z) = £ a J^a ) Cz)< *€A*(A) n=0 and, moreover, the coefficients {an}£i0 are given by the equalities (2.4).
Since deg L^ = n, n = 0,1,2,..., the system of Laguerre's polynomials with parameter a is a basis in the space of all (algebraic) polynomials. Then from the condition (3.1) of the theorem it follows that a n = 0 for n = 0,1,2,..., i.e. the function F* is identically zero in the region A*(A). But G*(A) D A*(A), hence, by the identity theorem, F*(z) = 0 for each
